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1. - The Justice of Schahriar 
King Schahriar . was 

the greatest and most 

powerful king of his 

time. 

During the first part 

of his reign he based 

the rule of his . people 

on justice. He made 

the insecure feel secure, 

protected the weak 

from the strong, 

watched over the welfare of the. people, 

encouraged learning and the learned, sparing 

no effort for the happiness of his people, so 

that they bestowed on him the title of 

The Guardian of Justice. 

2. - Bahramas Treason 
On the other hand, his wife, Bahrama was 

the direct opposite — her nature combining 

treachery, deceit and malice. 

Her charm and beauty could only be equalled 
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by her evil intentions 

and bad reputation. 

She was called 

Bahrama — which 

means rose-bud or 

flower beauty. 

To do her justice, 

she should have been 

called rose-thorn or 

the flower of evil. 

Indeed, her evil nature 

led her to betray even her husband. 

3. - Suspicions and Disillusions 

No sooner did Schahriar discover her 

real nature and detect her secrets than he 

was bewildered by the surprise.' Such 

were his fury and deep sorrow that he 

was almost driven to madness. 

He thus changed td another person, exactly the 

opposite of what he had been. His gentleness 

turned to violence, his wisdom to folly, 
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his meekness to 

insensibility, his justice 

to tyranny, his 

compassion to cruelty, 

and his intelligence to 

stupidity. 

Disillusion had such 

a command over him 

that he imagined all 

women to be like 

Bahrama - treacherous, 

faithless, and ungrateful. 

He has overlooked the fact that the nature 

of people - both men and women - varies. 

Thus, there are the good and the bad, the 

grateful and the ungrateful, the honest and 

the dishonest, the godly and the ungodly, the 

merciful and the cruel. 

4.. - Women’s Blue-beard 
' % 

Schahriar was not satisfied with killing 
i 

Bahrama, but decided to take revenge on 

all her sex, and punish them for her guilt. 

He ordered his Vizier Azade 
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to select for him daily 

one of the most 

beautiful girls of the 

city, whom he would 

marry for one night - 

one night only, not 

to be repeated. 

At daybreak, he 

ordered Azade to kill 

her so that he would 

be saved from her 

treachery and guard against her malice. 

This tyrannical law became established as 

a fixed rule from which he never deviated or 

allowed to be altered. 

It is no wonder then that the citizens were 

overwhelmed with fear and horror and 

completely terror-stricken, and it is not 

strange either that they called him the 

women’s blue-beard after having been called 

the Guardian of Justice. 
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5. - The Two Sisters 

One night the Vizier 

Azade returned home 

sad and worried-being 

at a loss to know 

what to do with this 

deranged tyrant. 

Azade had two 

beautiful daughters, 

both of whom were 

noted for their 

intellectual skill and noble behaviour. 

The name of the elder was Scheherazade and 

of the younger Dinarzade. 

Scheherazade’s character combined courage, 

genius and benevolence. 

Allah had purified her heart from egotism 

and distinguished her - apart from the other 

noble qualities with which she had been 

endowed - with self-denial, so that1 she was 

not backward in helping the miserable and 

protecting the oppressed from harm. 
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She was passionately 
fond of reading 
and studying, more 
especially books on 
history and literature, 
always searching 
and investigating past 
biographies and 
primitive annals. Not 
only did she include in 

her palace collection 
the most precious of 
the books that came 
to her knowledge, but she also memorised 
selections from the best of them. 

6. - Azade’s Dilemma 
Finding her father weighed down under the 

burden of conjectures and sorrows and plunged in 
worry and grief, she approached him, beseeching 
and imploring him to tell her the reason for his 
chagrin and annoyance, which were disturbing 
his mind and causing him anxiety. 

Then the Vizier related to his daughter 
Schahriar’s story and how his nature had 
deteriorated and how his behaviour had 

i 

changed from compassion into cruelty; 
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he thus began to 

bereave the people of 

their daughters and 

kill a wife every 

morning. 

Therefore, the sunrise 

of his day heralded 

the sunset of a 

wife’s life, which 

was forfeited in 

every case without pity or ' mercy. 

7. - Scheherazade’s Fury 

Scheherazade exclaimed in astonishment : 

“How can this be? What good is reason if 

it is not meant to rescue human beings and 

save them from oppression and degradation ? 

Is there not in the whole country a brave 

wise man who can advise him so that he 

may desist from his abnormal behaviour and 

give up his atrocities ? ” 
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Azade retorted : 

“There is no-one in 

the world who would 

dare to advise this 

demented maniac/' 

To this Scheherazade 

replied : 

“ Anyone who 

combines both counsel 

and courage can 

easily surmount any difficulty.” 

8.- The Vizier’s wrath 

Astonished at his daughter's sayings, he 

exclaimed : 

“How can you say that? 

The wise men and great thinkers of the 

country have failed to deal with his case !'' 

Scheherazade answered : 

“Father, if you will allow me to see him, 

I shall know how to restore him to reason, 
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make him regain his 

faith in my sex and 

put an end to his 

evil deeds against us 

forever. " 

The Vizier, alarmed 

at this frightful 

suggestion, cried out : 

“ What nonsense you 

utter ! With what kind 

of reason do you 

think, little knowing 

the horror into which you would plunge. 

Prior to this moment you have been a paragon 

of reason and wisdom, so how is it that you 

allow such folly and naivete to dominate you 

and throw you into the abyss of destruction ? ” 

9.- The duty of the able 
She answered him amiably and smilingly : 

“Do you think, father, that it is foolish and 

naive that an able person should do his utmost 

to aid the helpless ? 
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Is it not the duty 

of a skilful swimmer 

to rescue a person on 

the point of drowning, 

even though he may 

risk his own life ? 

Is it not the duty of 

a physician to fight 

plagues and epidemics, 

regardless of the 

dangers to which he is exposed ? 

Is it not the duty of a soldier to face death 

for his country ? 

So why am I clinging to life, and how can I 

refrain from preventing evil befalling my sex, 

when I am able to rescue them ? 

Have you not already told me : ‘ Allah helps 

men so long as men help one another ’ ? ” 

-YV 
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10. - The animal’s language 

Then the Vizier 

answered : 

“ How sound is your 

argument and how 

great is your courage ! 

My greatest fear, 

however, is that you 

will meet with the 

same fate as the 

donkey when it tried 

to rescue its friend 

the ox, it received the worst reward for its 

good deed. ” 

She said in amazement : 

“I never heard this story before, and I do 

long to hear it !” 

So Azade related : 

, “ There lived in olden times a wealthy country 

merchant named (Ammar, who had been taught 

the language of animals by a genie friend of his, 

-Tf- 
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after pledging him 

solemnly to keep his 

secret from everyone, 

warning him that the 

penalty for breaking 

his pledge would be 

death. 

11. - The complaint of the ox 

It happened one day that (Ammar entered his 

farm near a donkey and an ox, and overheard 

the ox complaining and grumbling to the 

donkey : 

‘How fortunate you are ! my dear. 

You lead a happy life free from toil ! 

All the means of enjoying comfort and 

tranquillity is at your command. You have 

a servant who looks after you night and day. 
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He never neglects to 

clean you, wait upon 

you, and bring you the 

fresh water and the 

good food you desire. 

He never offers you 

barley, beans and straw 

unless they are sieved 

and cleaned. You have 

nothing to do except 

to carry the merchant 

when he wishes to go for a pleasure ride. 

As- for me, I get nothing but a life of complete 

misery and turmoil — exactly the opposite of 

the comfort and tranquillity you always enjoy. 

How very different is our fate, and how far 

apart are our conditions ! 

For you sleep and wake up as you please. 

As for me, no sooner does day break than 

the farmer wakens me to draw the plough 

-TV- 
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or turn the waterwheel 

or the flour mill, and 

to perform any similar 

hard labour. Then, 

when day is done, I 

return to the stable, 

only to find insufficient 

food. 

And my food — as 

scanty as it is — is 

never carefully cleaned; nobody sieves it, or 

bothers to free it from the dust clinging to it, 

or to pick out the bits of mud from it ! ’ ” 

12. - The donkey’s advice 

Azade fell silent for a while. 

Then turning to Scheherazade, he resumed his 

narrative, and said : 

“ And here the donkey felt sorry for its 

friend — just as you have felt sorry for your 

friends — and it said sorrowfully to the ox : 

-YV 
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‘ Your complaint has 

grieved me much, 

although I do not 

absolve you from 

blame for accepting 

such humiliation and 

maltreatment, in spite 
of the huge body 
that God gave you, 
and your boundless 
strength. Should you 
wish to enjoy rest, it 
is not hard for you to 

get it, and should you wish to obtain salvation,, 

you can always find a way out. 

What would happen to you, for instance, if 

they called you to draw the plough and you 

feigned illness and showed weakness, throwing 

your body on the ground as though you were 

helpless and unable to work ? 

And what harm will befall you if you pretend 

to be mad and start leaping violently, stamping 

the ground with your feet ? 

In either case it is well-nigh impossible to compel 

you to work, no matter what effort they exert.’ ” 
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13. - The reward of the advice 

The ox then thanked 

the donkey for his 

advice. 

And ‘Ammar returned 

home, amazed at what 

he had heard. 

Then the farmer 

came the next morning 

and informed him of 

the ox’s inability to 

work on account of 

its illness. 

The merchant understood that the ox had 

taken the advice of the donkey. 

So the farmer ordered that the donkey should 

take the place of its friend in ploughing the land. 

This was the worst day that the donkey ever 

spent in its life. 

And no sooner did the day end than the poor 

donkey returned to its stable — helpless and 

exhausted — so that anyone who saw it thought 

it was half dead or half alive. 
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14. - The butcher’s knife 

As soon as the 

donkey returned to its 

stable it asked the ox : 

“ How art thou 

to-day ? ” 

Contentedly and 

happily he answered : 

“You have saved 

me from toiling all 

day, and I do not 

know how to thank you for your artful advice.” 

Then the donkey, dejected and extremely 

worried, asked him : 

“ What are you going to do to-morrow ? ” 

Then the ox said : 

“ I have discovered through your valuable advice 

the best means for my happiness and comfort. 

-fo- 
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And I shall never go 

against your counsel 

after to-day.” 

Then the donkey 

said : 

“ My love for you 

compels me to 

forewarn you of the 

dangers that lie ahead 

before they confront 

you, for I have really 

harmed you when I wished to help you.” 

Then the ox asked in amazement : 

“ How do you say that you have harmed me ? 

You have indeed brought me rest and happiness. ” 
■0 

Then the donkey said : 

“I have heard our owner the merchant say 

to our farmer watchman—‘If the ox does not 

recover from its illness by to-morrow, bring 

the butcher to slaughter it, so that we may 

benefit by its flesh before it becomes seriously 

ill and dies.’ ” 
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Hearing this, the ox 

became terrified, and it 

appealed to its friend 

for advice and a way 

out of this dilemma. 

Thereupon the donkey 

said : 

“In my opinion, you 

should revert to your 

old way of life : eat 

your food with appetite, and start your work 

to-morrow morning briskly, so that you will be 

saved from the butcher’s knife. ” 

The ox thanked the donkey for his advice, 

accepting it without hesitation. 

15. - The Wife’s Obstinacy 

(Ammar overheard, their dialogue while he 

was sitting with his wife Nawar, and 

he could not help roaring with laughter — 
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amazed at the donkey’s 

trickery and the ox’s 

tolly, so Nawar asked 

him : 

“ What are you 

laughing at, (Ammar ? ” 

Then he said to her : 

“ I remembered 

something, so 1 

laughed.” 

Nawar persisted in 

questioning him to 

tell her the truth of the matter. 
* 

Then he said to her : 

“ It is a secret which was confided to me by 

an old genie friend of mine, whom I cannot 

disobey. Indeed, he threatened me with speedy 

destruction if I dared to divulge his secret 

to anybody, or spread it abroad. ” 

At this, Azade looked at his daughter 

Scheherazade, saying : 

“ Nawar was clinging stubbornly to 

her opinion, and she was no less 

persistent and obstinate than you; 
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she insisted on forcing 

lAmmar to disclose 

his secret to her, 

irrespective of the 

consequences. 

So the couple 

summoned their nearest 

relatives to arbitrate, 

and they agreed 

unanimously that Nawar was wrong. 

She did not bow to their decision, leaving 

them angry and enraged, and locked herself 

up in her room. 

16. - The dialogue of the cockerel 

Then (Ammar went to his farm for diversion. 

There were in the yard one cockerel and 

fifty hens, and nearby sat his faithful dog, and 

he saw the cockerel peck at one of the hens 

angrily and furiously. 
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He then heard the 

dog dissuade him from 

his cruelty and rebuke 

him for his bad 

temper, saying : 

4 It would be far 

better to follow the 

example of our master 

4Ammar, who is kind 

to us and is never 

cruel to us, even 

though we may behave badly. ’ 

No sooner does the cockerel hear the dog’s 

advice than it mocks at him, saying : 

Do you want to force me to copy (Ammar 

in his lenience and weakness ? 

Look at the difference between his weakness 

and my strength, his timidity and my courage ! 

Through my firmness I rule fifty hens, so that 

not one of them dares to disobey me. 

As for Ammar, he fails to rule Nawar alone, 
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and he stands puzzled 

and helpless before her 

folly and obstinacy, 

not caring if he is 

destroyed in trying 

to satisfy her 

inquisitiveness. 

If I were in his 

place, I would know 

how to teach her to mend her ways ! 

The dog exclaimed : 

“ And what would you do, my dear 

cockerel ? ” 

The cockerel retorted : 
i 

‘ I would give her such a cruel lesson as she 

would never forget, nor would its memory ever 

be erased from her heart ! 

Then the dog asked : 

‘ What would you do ? 

The cockerel replied : 
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41 would beat her 

with a big stick until 

she comes to her 

senses and gives up 

her obstinacy, never 

to repeat it. ’ 

The dog said : 
i 

‘ What a poor idea, 

my dear cockerel ! You 

would remedy a wrong 

with another wrong, 

another evil. 

and cure evil with 

Surely wrong can be remedied by right, and 

evil can be cured by kindness ! , 

And indeed (Ammar — sensible and skilful 

as he is — will not fail to find a way out of 

this dilemma without ruining his life or harming 

his wife. ’ 
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17. - The genie’s secret 

No sooner did 

‘Ammar listen to this 

dialogue than he 

conceived a brilliant 

idea to save him from 

his quandary ; so he 

entered the room and 

greeted Nawar in a 

dejected manner as if 

he was about to face 

an imminent danger. 

Then, turning to Nawar he spoke in a tone 

combining worry and sorrow, enough to strike 

fear into all hearts. 

‘Come along, Nawar, I am going to disclose 

to you the grave secret which the genie confided 

to me and forbade me to propagate. 

Come along; do not delay in preparing the 

shroud before the conversation starts, for with 

the last word I utter I shall give up my last 

breath of life. 
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When she discovered 

that he was serious in 

demanding the shroud, 

her whole body 

trembled with fear, 

and confusedly she 

asked him : 

‘And who is going 

to murder you ? ’ 

Then he said : 

‘ Who would murder 

me other than the 

genie who confided his secret to me ? ’ 

Nawar looked at him puzzled, and asked : 

‘How? And will the genie come to us, and why?' 

Feeling that his trick had succeeded with her, 
(Ammar replied : 

‘Surely the genie will kill me for breaking 
the promise I gave him ! J 

And do not question me about the terror that 
struck her when she imagined the genie coming 
and attempting to kill her husband before her 
eyes, and afterwards killing her too ! 

So Nawar approached her 
husband (Ammar, repentant and sorry. 
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promising to forsake 

her sin, and asking his 

pardon, and imploring 

him to keep the genie’s 

secret, never to disclose 

it to anyone.” 

No sooner did Azade 

finish his story than he 

turned to Scheherazade 

and said : 

“I have tried hard 

to think of a trick with which to frighten 

you, just as (Ammar tricked his wife, but 

I have found nothing, because you are not such 

a credulous type as tt^at foolish woman Nawar. " 

18. - The gazelle and the lion 

Then Scheherazade said, : 

“Be easy in your mind, father, because no 

harm will befall me, God willing. 

And I shall not be like the donkey, 

that brought trouble upon itself 

- 00 - 
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and failed to save its 

friend, neither will 

I be like Nawar, 

who interfered with 

something that did not 

concern her. 

I shall certainly be 

like the gazelle, who 

— by her artifice — 

saved members of her 

sex from the lion, and 

thus rescued them from destruction. ” 

Then Azade asked : 

“ And how was that ? ” 

So Scheherazade said : 

“There lived in olden times a herd of gazelles, 

which lived in comfort, security and tranquillity. 

Suddenly a lion arrived in their midst, causing 

them unhappiness and making their life miserable. 

So they put their heads together, and they 

agreed to approach him with a suggestion which, 

if he accepted it, would restore their security. 

They agreed that they should draw lots daily 
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amongst them, and 

that the drawn one 

should be sent — 

accompanied by one 

of them as a messenger 

— to be the lion’s 

food for the whole day. 

The lion was mighty 

pleased with their 

suggestion, and they 

continued to do this 

for days. 

Then suddenly there came from the 

neighbouring valleys an intelligent gazelle. 
/ 

And when she knew their story with the lion, 

she mocked at them, expressing her surprise 

at their inefficiency and poor thinking. 

This was one of the things she told them : 

‘ Fear has so much filled your hearts that for 

fear of death you escape to death. ' 

Then they said to her : 

‘ How could you guard against the lion's attack; 
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and what sort of a 

trick could you devise 

for us, sister gazelle, 

to win his pleasure, 

or at least spare us 

his assault ? ’ 

She said to them : 

£Do not send anyone 

to him to-morrow 

excepting me, so that 

I may attain through 

my artifice what the 

lion cannot attain through his strength. ’ 

19. - The gazelle’s artifice 
On the morrow the gazelle went to him on 

her own, walking so slowly that she only 

reached his den when he had reached the climax 

of his fury, and was suffering from the pangs 

of hunger. 

As soon as the lion saWj her he asked her : 

‘Why have you come so late for my lunch ?5 

She replied : ‘ Sir, something quite 

unexpected has . happened to-day, 
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for my gazelle friends 

have sent another 

gazelle with me for 

you to eat. 

I had not come 

half way when I 

was met by a lion as 

vigorous and strong as 

you. He attempted to 

usurp the gazelle from 

me, so I warned him 

against your great 

strength and revenge, and he insulted both me 
and you and was on the point of attacking me, 
so I ran away to you to ask your help. 

The lion was deceived by her artifice and 
asked her : 

‘ Where is this usurping rogue ? ’ 
So the gazelle set off with the lion following, 

until they reached a deep spring of clear water. 

The lion looked and saw both his reflection 
and hers in the water, and was then certain 

that she had told him the truth. 
So he angrily pounced on his reflection to 

kill it, and so was drowned instantly. 
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So the gazelle and 

her friends were saved 

through her brilliant 

idea and clever artifice. 

And surely Shahriar 

is no more vigorous 

than the lion, neither 

is Scheherazade less 

brave than the gazelle. 

20. - A sound argument 
And so, if the gazelle, through her artifice, has 

been capable of drowning in the water, the ghoul 
of beasts, surely I am capable — God willing — 
of drowning the ghoul of women in a flood of 
magic which will fill his heart with mercy and 
compassion and replace his cruelty and aggression 
with security and tranquillity for ipy friends. 

Needless to say, you are prudent enough, 
father, to realize that the cruelty and violence 
which Shahriar shows are not due to 
his base nature, but rather to a casual 
mental derangement, which befell him 
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when his wife became 
unfaithful and betrayed 
him. 

Had he come across 
a faithful adviser — 
brave and wise — 
who could give him 
the best examples, he 
would have benefitted 
from his good advice 
and guidance. 

And it is quite likely 

that if he had come 

across a good and staunch woman, he would 
have been loyal to her and enjoyed her company, 
and thus would have reverted to his old ways 
of charity, compassion, justice and kindness. 

And surely a kind word and good counsel will 
not fail to cure a psychological case of its 
affliction, if God will help me to present them 
to him in a romantic style — both enjoyable 
and attractive — and expound them to him in a 
skilful and taking exposition. ” 

Therefore Scheherazade kept arguing with her 
father until she finally convinced him that her 
argument was reasonable and her idea was sound. 
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21. - Scheherazade’s wedding 
Then Azade went 

to his King and 
unfolded to him the 
wish of Scheherazade, 
his daughter, to be 
wedded to him. 

Words cannot describe 
the Kings amazement 
at what he heard ! 
Quite puzzled, he 
looked at his Vizier, 
saying = 

“ Are you not aware 
of what is going to be the fate of your 
daughter after the wedding ? Do you not realize 
that I shall command you to have her murdered 
to-morrow — just as I had commanded you 
previously to have others murdered ? ” 

They carried on a lengthy conversation, which 
ended with the King's approval of her marriage, 
after warning her father that she would meet 
with the same fate as those who preceded her. 

As for Scheherazade, she was delighted to 
attain her wish, and losing no time, she called her 
sister Dinarzade, and made this statement to her: 
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“ My sister ! I am 

about to perform a 

formidable feat in 

order to achieve a 

noble goal. I am sure, 

however, that through 

your skill I shall find 

a way out of this 

dilemma and be saved/' 

She then disclosed 

to her, her innermost 

mind, and explained to her the details of her plan. 

22. - A clever artifice 

As soon as Shahriar saw her, he was charmed 

with her beauty and stability. 

No sooner did he speak with her than he 

discovered her great intellect and sensible opinion. 

He smiled at her and showed his pleasure. 

Then she seized this opportunity and exclaimed: 

“ How fortunate I am to have such unattainable 

honour ! Indeed, my good fortune has led me to 

have an audience of the King of Kings ! 
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Having attained this 
great honour, I have 
only one wish, and I 
am certain my great 
Lord will not deny 
it to me.” 

He asked what her 
wish was, and she 
replied imploringly : 

“ I have a sister 
with whom I cannot 
bear to part. Would 
my Lord allow her to 
be brought to his 

palace, so that I can enjoy seeing her and 
speaking to her during the last night of my life ? ” 

The King did not hesitate in granting her 
easy and simple request. 

And Scheherazade, as I have mentioned to 
you, had already drawn up a plan by which 
her sister Dinarzade would be able to save her 
from the King’s assault. 

So she requested her — among other things 
— to wake her up before dawn and ask her 
to relate to her some of her interesting stories, 
that she might enjoy her conversation during 
the last night of her life. 
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When the night was 

nearly over, and there 

remained only one 

hour before daybreak, 

Dinarzade awakened 

her sister Scheherazade, 

exclaiming : 

“If my dear sister 

is not sleeping, I 

beseech her to relate 

to me one of her 

wonderful and enjoyable stories — dear to every 

heart — before she parts from me, never to 

return, when I shall be denied hearing her 

tender voice forever.” 

To this Scheherazade replied 

“ How fortunate I feel to be able to grant 

your request, my sister, if our great Lord so 

allows us.” 

Shahriar did not hesitate to grant her request. 

She at once seized the favourable opportunity, 

and started to relate to him the most interesting 

life stories. 
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But Scheherazade 

was overtaken by the 

morning before she 

had completed her 

absorbing story, so the 

King was compelled to 

postpone her execution 

until the next night, so 

that he might hear the 

sequel to her story 

and know its end. 

On the following night Scheherazade did the 

same as she had done the previous night. 

Thus Scheherazade every night deliberately 

discontinued her narrative at sensational points, 

in order to compel him to spare her life for 

another night, so that she might complete 

her tale. 

She kept transferring the King’s interest from 

one charming story to another, and from one 

masterpiece to another, in such an attractive, 

interesting and romantic style, until their married 

life had lasted for one thousand and one nights, 
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during which time she 
bore him two children, 
winning his admiration 

and confidence through 

her reasonable wisdom, 

great intellect and 

genuine fidelity, which 

God had bestowed 

upon her. He therefore 

could not bear to 
part with her, and 

lived happily with her 

ever after. 

23. - The conclusion of the story 
This clever artifice was the means of saving 

herself, as well as her sex, from destruction. 

In this way, her success was complete, for she 

changed his outlook on women for the better as 

much as Bahrama had changed it for the worse. 

And it came to pass that Shahriar reverted 

to his old ways of justice, charity, mercy and 

kindness, culminating in his people's liking for him, 

growing fonder of him and expressing their 

gratitude to him. 
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For his part, he 

became an ardent 

admirer of his wife, 

and his esteem for her 

grew ever greater. 

He rewarded her 

by marrying his 

brother Shahzamane — 

King of Samarkand — 

to her sister, Dinarzade. 

Thus Scheherazade, 

the beloved of the people, knew how to bring 

happiness to herself, her sister, her father, her 

relatives and all woman-kind. 

By captivating her husband with charming 

stories and exquisite conversation, she carried 

him into a world of happiness and splendour 

— unlike the gazelle, who led her companion, 

the lion, to a world of death and destruction, 

by throwing him into deep water. 

Next story: Rayhan’s Lie. 
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Prof. Kamil Kilany’s Work 
An extract from a study written 

by Prof Dr. Von Leers. 

... But more than anybody else, Prof. 
Auees Mansour in bis beautiful article 
“A Thousand books bearing the name of 
Kamil Kilany” published in “Akhbar al 
Adab” gives the right summaiy of Prof. 
Kamil Kilany’s work, he said : 
“ ... Nothing is more enjoyable to 
Kamil Kilany than to work day and 
night as enthusiastically as a young man 
but with the firm faith of an old man 
performing useful work. He never takes 
any notice of what others say about him. 
He renounces fame just as he renounces 
wealth, but he never refrains from work 
or from devotion to liis sons — the 
children everywhere. 

. Kamil Kilany is the Hans Anderson 
of the Arab countries. . . He is the two 
German Grimm brothers. . . Indeed, he 
is the whole Grimm family, labouiing in 
silence, caring nangh't about criticism. 
.... It hujipened once that a certain 
magaziue kept on attacking him for a 
number of consecutive mouths He refused 
even to look at it. He believes that a 
battle between two men of letters results 
m the disappearance of two from the 
literary field. That is why he prefers 
silence when he is attacked by critics, 
so that literature may lose only one 
member.. . This man’s motto is woik 
and always more work. 
.... He is the pioneer of the Children’s 
Library which aims at serving the 
child, amusing and educating lum. It 
was he who paved the road to the 
Children’s Corner of Arabic broadcasting. 
We should also mention his role in 
sowing the seed of that enlightened 
process which led to the appearance of 
“Sindbad", the children’s magazine. 
This is the “Daddy” of all Arab children, 
from Indonesia to Morocco, and from Egypt 
to South Africa. This is Kamil Kilany.W" 

“Auees Mansour" 
t* * # 

Seldom “a prophet is rocognized in 
his own country”, but Kamil Kilany 
merits recognition for the message he 
bears is the call to civilization, erudition 
and happiness of well used years. ' 
_Prof. Dr. YON LEERS. 

(1) Excerpts from an article published 
in Al-Akhbar 29-6-1956 
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The Study of Foreign Languages Made Easy. 

A word on the modem method of learning 

foreign languages initiated and practised by 

Prof. KAMIL AL-K1LANY 

By Hajji D. Abdul Karim Gerinanus: Professor of Islamic Studies in 

Budapest University, member of the Orieutalistic Committee at the Hungarian 

Academy of Sciences, member of the Italian Accademia del Mediterraneo, 

Corresponding member of the Academy of the Arabic Language, Cairo. 

t 

1 - A Striking Man 

Kamil Al-Kilany is the esteemed professor of thousands of students, not only in 

Arab countries, but also in other parts of the world too, where people are interested 

in Arabic study and its literature. I had the rare opportunity of making the personal 

acquaintance of this striking man of small stature and hig knowledge. Eor hours and 

hours I could enjoy his indefatigable quoting fiom ancient and modern Arabic poetry 

which flowed fiom his tongue and raug like a silver hell, recreating the eloquence of 

bards of a thousaud years' standing. I cau honestly say that I stood dumbfounded 

_ before this store of knowledge and incandescent fervour to illuminate the shocking 

shows, quoted from Imml-lvais (j j*\ ) through Bashar Ibn Burd, (j ^ j jLxj) 

Ibu Erroomy ("i/j aj) and Bulitury ( tS) while Mutanabbi (^1) and the 

great blind ascetic Alma'arry ( stood astounded to listen to their poetic creations 

revived.amid the pulsating life of Cairo. 

2 - The Educator of the Rising Generation 

Kamil Al-Kilany has belied the laws of physics, because, besides fulfilling his official 

duties at the Ministry of Wakfs, he studied, investigated, recited, researched, and 

instructed the whole rising generation, published old Arabic texts iu new form, 

commented on the difficult passages, translated from European languages into Arabic, 

and vice versa, wrote historical works, aud gave deep study to etymology and philology, 

while his interested listeners were exhilarated by the sparkling flashes of liis ready 

wit and solacing humour. How all these achievements can find room in such a little 

man, seems miraculous to me. 

-°i) - 
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3 - The Mother Tongue 

Kamil Al-Kilany, after having taught higher Arabic literature to grown-up scholars 

for a life-time, has now ascended to a more elevated position of teaching, (perhaps 

even more patriotic than his previous endeavours ) to teach the children of our 

generation in order to enable them to use their own mother-tongue correctly for the 

benefit of the nation. He has published a series of books, charming and attractive, 

clearly printed with vowel-signs, and through this service, he has not only won the 

interest of the children in the proper pronunciation of their mother-tongue, but has 

also achieved a duly appreciated victory for the correct Arabic language, which 

he has championned all his life. 

4 - Al-Kilany and the Arabian Nights 

With fascinating illustrations, the stories of the Arabian Nights i&ave been revived 

and simplified in Kamil Al-Kilany's edition for children It is very regrettable that the 

inexhaustible store of fancy, wisdom, imagination and glowing glamour of the Thousand 

and One Nights has not yet been appreciated in the Arabic East as much as it is in 

the West. While the “Nights” have been translated in all the languages of the globe 

and published again and again and adorned with artistic illustrations, Egypt has not yet 

succeeded in issuing a first-class edition, to bring home this uuequalled treasure of 

Islamic literature to the descendants of its protagonists. This literary jewel is sold in 

Cairo in a poor verse, on shabby paper, by itinerant hucksters in loose robes, while in 

the West it adorns the libraries of connoisseurs. 

It is thanks to Kamil Al-Kilany, that parts of this shining literary pearl have been 

published for children; but mauy a grown up man or woman may also profit by it. 

I sincerely hope that his noble endeavour will awaken interest in the Nights, and that 

a beautifnl edition will follow in the wake of Kamil Al-Kilany’s footsteps. 

5 - A Cultural and Economic Bridge 

These endeavours were directed towards the teaching of correct Arabic. 

Not satisfied with his snccess, Kamil Al-Kilany has undertaken yet a greater task: 

namely to teach Egyptian children foreign languages. The Near East, winch has always 

been the cultural and economic bridge between continents, can only maintain its nnique 

position by the alacrity of its peoples. 
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The inhabitants of the Arab countries have always been cosmopolitan besides 

safeguarding the Arabic linguistic tradition. The Arab East has now an important 

mission to fulfil in the turmoil of present-day history : to act as mediator and controller of 

discordant interests Snch a noble task can be achieved only through linguistic ability. 

Many a leading contemporary Egyptian personality can bear witness' to the truth 

of the above statement, and if Egyptian political heroes gain universal respect and 

admiration from foreign authorities, it is certainly due to the fluency of expression of 

their national aims in Western languages. 

6 - Al-Kilany’s Method 

In order to facilitate the achievement of this task, Kamil Al-Kilany is producing 

from his nimble pen illustrated booklets. He teaches his pnpils by means of corres¬ 

ponding texts in Arabic and English, Erench, German, Italian and Spanish respectively, 

using a clever device to draw the pupil’s interest to the contents of the amusing story 

so that — always attracted by a natural curiosity — he acquires the knowledge of the 

respective language, which is clearly printed opposite the Arabic text. 

Unconsciously, the pupil learns a foreign language and when lie has completed the 

series of stones, he can express himself in the rudiments of the language, surmounting 

the decisive first step. The initial difficulty being over, the next steps follow easily. 

I am sure that thousands of learners, who wish to acquire the knowledge 

of a foreign langnage, and who have despaired of success after toiling through dry 

grammar, -will hail this innovation of Kamil Al-Kilany’s simplified method with joy 

and jubilant hopes. 

7 - Regret and Recommendation 

I regret, that already being conversant with several languages, I have missed the 

opportunity of enrolling among the pupils of Kamil Al-Kilany’s method, but I strongly 

recommend it to the young and the old, as a profitable and enjoyable way leading to- 

sucoess. I congratulate my great master in Arabic, Kamil Al-Kilany, on his patriotic 

work and remain most respectfully his sincere friend' 

Hajji D. Abdul Karim Germanus 

-A0~ 



Selections from Various Opinions 

The Instruction of Children 

by the popular poet Maitre 
M Bairam El Tunossy 

- ■ • Iti talking about children’s 
instruction we conclude by a 
reference to Kamil Kilany’s Library. 

For thirty years, Professor 
Kilany has been rendering children 
the service of an expert doctor 
as well as that of a brilliant artist, 
who does his work sincerely and 
interestedly. 

I have seen a collection of 
his books which he has written 
for children so that they may learn 
both French and English. They 
certainly excel other children’s 
books of this type. 

I started reading the story of 
Shantah and SaydahC1', in which he 
has put the Arabic text opposite 
the French text, and I became so 
absorbed that I finished reading it 
in one hour. I derived from it a 
lesson which has benefited me 
even more than it has the child. 
The English edition is just as 
interesting. 

If the Ministry of Education 
pays Kilany’s Library the attention 
it deserves, the trouble encountered 
by the rising generation to-day 
would be avoided. <2> 

Bairam El-Tunossy 

(1) Shantnh’s Journey. 

(2) An extract from an article published 
in " Al-Gumhouria ” 27-1-1957. 
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Al-KiJany’s Arabic Library 
for children 

The first Arabic institution for the cultural 
development of children, 
150 graduated vocalised and illustrated stones, 
designed for classes from the kindergarten to 
the end of the secondary course. 

s Headquarters : 32, Hassan Ul-Akbar St. 
g B r a n c h : 28. A1 - B o u s* t a n St. 

§ Telephone : 50818 

| The library’s collection of some 
| 150 stones and fairy tales, beautifully 
| produced and elegantly illustrated 

accompanies the child from the kinder- 
| garten to the final year of the secondary 
i education From theie it leads him to 
| A1 - Kilany’s library for youth . 

0*A1A J 

O-'fc15 tr 
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1 Its subject-matter : Promotes 

| character, develops the intellect, and 
1 teaches literature. 
1 Its techmque : intensifies the 

‘JyJCji yisCi ji azl y . is jiin jSp* s 

• .-.jV pli, 1 ii'Ji * t^Sl* 

I reader's desire and interest and stimula- 
1 tes his love for reading 

[ Its language enriches the faculty 

| of self-expression and rhetoric. 

| In fact, it is a rational literary 
| revolution which has won the support 
| of most ministers of education, leaders 
s of public opinion in the Fast, and well 
I known orientalists. 

. <3i v^Ci1 ’JZj * IsP 5jS : £ 1 
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The library was the first of its kind 
to follow the most modern methods 
of education, in the Arabic - speaking 
countries. The successive editions of its 
books have contributed a great deal 
towards the culture of the youth in the 
Arab East and have had access to every 
Arab home. Ip addition they have been 
translated into several Oriental, and 
some Occidental, languages.. 

In fact, they are in themselves a 
free institution which attracts the pupil 
without persuation or intimidation 

Kilany’s Library was once the 
aspiration of every parent. Today it is 
the children’s most delightful food for 
thought. 

It is published by the largest 
publishing houses in the E.ast. 
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KILANY’S Tales With 

Their Foreign Version. 

♦ jjJi VI 4^-1 jj 4JL^,^j 4J_;ji1 A*j-jj 

t.\ji jjLft 4_w>.L>- )l\ Ol_«U 1 ,^> jd O^ 

*—Jl oL—U1 jJ O_<r— L>5 i 4-^jjd* 

. jl^vi oum j* 

The translation which faces the original 

Arabic is both easy and accurate. The 

rendering has made the Study of foreign 

languages easy for Arabic readers; likewise 

it has simplified the study of the Arabic 

tongue for foreign readers. 

iS ,)Jf— t.f'.j* lT“A — (S.J* 

•• Arabic — English " “ Arabic — French ” 

cd'—— L*ij* 
“ Arabic — German 

ABOU KHARBOOSH 

“ The Sultan of Monkeys ” 

THE HONEST SAFROOT 

SHANTAH’S JOURNEY 

DIMNA and SHATRABA 
MARMAR and THE BLUE BELT 

SAMSON and DELILAH 

RAYHAN’S LIE 

DINDISH and the Sparrow’s Friends 

LAWLABA the Princess of Gazelles 

JLjVl j*j* 

aL—jj 3-—-o 

A) j-ii5 

' ^ ^ »d A;> 5 <_-~ JUd 

®j-» 4_J 

The ideal method for studying languages 

- ’-ring the meaning of vocabularies 

of each tale 5 P.T. ; 

•azade the Vizier’s Daughter 

15 P. T 

ouui ja\ ai>n 
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